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Everyone needs an 
affordable, stable place to 
call home.

That’s why we unite 160+ 
organizations across Illinois 
in protecting and 
expanding access to 
affordable housing.

housingactionil.org
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WHY, WHAT, HOW
?



Why tell stories?

• They help people 
understand what you 
do and why 

• They compel people 
to act

• People remember 
things better 

• People empathize 
when they hear 
stories



Stories help explain….

• Who you are
• How you see the world
• Challenges you have encountered
• Lessons you have learned
• What changes you want to see in the world
• Specific, local problems
• Broader, systemic issues



What is a story that has stuck 
with you?

What is a story that changed the 
way you thought about 
something or someone?







What is a story?



• Not always a full-fledged narrative with a 
beginning, middle, and end

• Elements of storytelling
• Quotes
• Visuals
• Details



QUOTES



QUOTES



VISUALS



DETAILS



Storytelling Programs



Faces of Homelessness



Speak Up!



Community Writing Project





How are you telling stories?



Family
Friends 
Neighbors
Communities
Legislators
Organizations
Media

Who are you telling stories to?



SHAPING STORIES



Effective Storytelling
Qualities that make an idea “stick”:

• Simple
Know the core of your message; be focused

• Unexpected
Includes a break from the ordinary

• Concrete
Includes sensory information

• Credible
Personal experience, statistics

• Emotions
Give people a reason to care; build associations

• Stories
Create a narrative framework



Quick storytelling!



Elevator Pitch

tell the story of who you are in 60 seconds



In groups of two…

Hello, my name is _____________________________

I am from/work for/with ________________________

You know how… (state the problem)

Well, what we need is… (describe a change you want)

So that… (community benefit)



In groups of two…

Hello, my name is Kristin Ginger,  

I work for/with Housing Action Illinois

You know how everywhere in Illinois, families are 
struggling between paying rent and buying groceries?

Well, what we do is advocate for high-quality, affordable 
housing

So that no one ever has to choose between paying rent 
and putting food on the table



In groups of two…

Hello, my name is _____________________________

I am from/work for/with ________________________

You know how… (state the problem)

Well, what we need is… (describe a change you want)

So that… (community benefit)



Now let’s take our time.



What makes a good story?

• Someone to root for
• Conflict
• Journey
• Framing/call to action



Protagonist

Someone to root for



Everyday life
Connecting value

Conflict

What’s in the way?
Build tension



As she’s punching out, her supervisor says, “We 
don’t need you tomorrow.”

It’s the last thing Tanya wants to hear. She only 
worked 25 hours last week and needs more 
hours to be able to pay this month’s rent. Tanya 
earns just $9.25 per hour.

Conflict



Because Tanya’s mother died when she was 
just a baby, her father raised Tanya and her 
four older siblings on his own. Now, the roles 
have been reversed: Tanya does everything 
she can to help care for him. He’s 84 and is 
battling prostate cancer.

Since she doesn’t earn paid sick days—like 
80 percent of low-wage workers—she has 
had to forgo work to take her dad to his 
doctor’s appointments, something she can ill 
afford to do. But Tanya’s father was there 
when she needed him, and she won’t let him 
down now. 

More Conflict

Things go from bad to 
worse



Journey

What happened?
How did it happen?

Detail the change(s)



BE SPECIFIC

Implied journey
Tanya knows she’s good at taking care 
of him, and it’s inspired her to change 
her life. She wants to break out of the 
food industry by training to become a 
certified nursing assistant, and then go 
on to become a licensed practical 
nurse.



Meaning

What is our 
takeaway? 

What’s the way 
forward? A lesson 
learned or a change 
that can happen?

For Tanya and millions of women like 
her, a good job—with a living wage, 
paid sick days, a stable schedule, and 
opportunities to advance—is a distant 
dream. But it doesn’t have to be that 
way. Women working in jobs that we 
all depend on deserve fair working 
conditions and wages. 

Women Employed’s fight for 
workplace practices and public 
policies that “raise the floor” for low-
paid workers is part of a growing 
movement for change—one inspired 
by the hard work and dreams of 
women like Tanya.



Call to action

Clear, specific, ideally 
immediate thing your audience 
should do



STORIES IN ACTION



Who is your protagonist?

Daily life or connecting value

Conflict (+ more conflict!)

Journey

Meaning

Call to action

Your turn



RESOURCES
housingactionil.org/storytelling



THANK YOU
QUESTIONS?
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